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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

",',e United States Air Force has a grade structure ior

its enlisted personnel designed to facilitate the effective

accomplishment of its mission. The underlying philosophy of

this grade structure is expressed in official terms in the USAF

Personnel Plan which notes that one of the purposes of grades

is to 'furnish the means of distinguishing leadership and

supervisory levels in an ascending progression." (19:4-8)

The plan goes on to explain the objective of the promotion

system which moves airmen upward through this grade structure

by calling for the advancement of those airmen "who have demon-

strated potential for increased responsibility." (19:4-8) This

statement of promotion policy is echoed in the Air Force regu-

lation governing enlisted promotion policy, AFR 39-29, Promotion

of Airmen. It states that "the basic promotion policy is to

advance airmen who show potential for more responsibility

through an objective and visible promotion system." (15:2)

The present system used to promote airmen to grades E-5

through E-7 is known as the "Weighted Airmen Promotion System'

(WAPS) and dates from 1968 when it was approved by the secretary

of the Air Force. The idea of the new system was to use "more

measurable criteria in evaluating the contenders and making

promotion selections." (10:13)

This new promotion system was conceived in response to

criticism from Congress. 'Member8 (Jr the liou-s, Committee on



Armed Services had received numerous complaints from enlisted

persontnel regarding their services' promotion procedures. A

major portion of these complaints, over 90 percent, were from

Air Force personnel. The dissatisfaction focused mainly on the

following weaknesses of the decentralized board system in use

at the time: first, airmen were not told why they had not been

6slected, nor were they given their relative ranking among their

peers; second, they had little or no idea of what they might do

to improve their chances for future promotion. (24:1) The

congressmen saw visibility as a significant consideration in a

promotion system. (10:15-16)

By implementing WAPS, the Air Force hoped to provide

more visibility and equity in airmen's promotions and to fore-

stall further criticism. The Air Force Auditor General noted ]
in 1974 that the purpose of WarS w,,as to provide an objective

and visible promotion system. (1:1) This appraisal was echoed

by the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory which stated that

IAPS' purpose was to increase knowledge of promotion standing

aud insure equitable promotion opportunity. (23:1) An inter-

esting point to note is that neither of these official inquiries

into the success of the newly instituted promotion system ex-

pressed concern for the identification of leadership qualities

or of ability to supervise and motivate others.

One is led to question whether WArS has been successful

in achieving its goals. Since each airman who fails selection

in any cycle is provided with his or her score, as well as the

2



minimum score required for selection, all of thQ unsuccessful

contenders know precisely how close they were to selection and

-thti.r areas of weakness. There is a good deal of visibility

built into the system. In terms ol acceptance of IVAPS by

personnel competLng for promotions, there was a 70 percent

reduction in the number of congressional inquiries regarding

promotion afte, only one year of operation of WAPS. (10:15-16)

A study of the, attitudes of airmen toward the new promotion

system revealed that there were mixed feelings about it. Those

who were not selected tended to view the system as less fair

than those who were selected. "Pluralities of both groups felt

that WAPS was fairer than the whole-man system with promotion

boards.' (23:7-8) It would appear that WAPS provides visi-

bility and is well accepted by enlisted personnel.

Statement of the Problem

At this point, one might ask why the system should be

studied further if it has met with general acceptance within

the enlisted force. Is it not doing the job it was intended

to do? The reader's attention is redirected to the Air Force's

stated policy regaiding grade structure and promotion: the

identification of airmen who have demonstrated their ability to

assume positions of greater responsibility. By providing vis-

ibility and equity, WAPS fulfills the needs of the enlisted

force, and judging by study results, has been successful in

this regard. In order to meet the institutional needs of the

3



Air Force, however, the promotion system must also identify

and promote those individuals capable of assuming leadershipI

and supervisory roles. This is its stated purpose:

- As a former commander and staff supervisor, the author -

has certain misgivings about WAPS' capability to identify the

outstanding performers and potential leaders. Airmen have been

selected for promotion ahead of others who, in the author's

judgment, had far more leadership potential. This concern has

been reinforced by similar experiences of the author's col-

leagues at Air War College who have also served in command and

staff supervisory positions.

Some of the Air. Force's most senior enlisted leaders

have expressed concern over the quality of today's enlisted

leadership. At a recent meeting of the senior enlisted repre-

sentatives from the major commands of the Air Force, it was

noted that the Air Force has been giving junior enlisteds

material benefits, but not leadership. Theie was concern that

today's noncommissioned officers (NCOs) were not working hard

enough at providing the common bond that older NCOs had pro--

vide-,d. (25: 37)

The need for leadership at the higher enlisted grades

was emphasized by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Manpower, the Honorable Thomas D. Morris, in his testimony

before the Special Subcommittee on Enlisted Promotion Policy

Review. he responded to members' comments regarding enlisted

4
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F I
men being technicians and specialists as opposed to officers

who are generalists by observing:

II. I also feel that in the upper technical grades in all the
.___--services--where supervisors and superintendents often have

major management-type responsibilities in our maintenance
facilities, depots, et cetera--that leadership character-
istics are very important. (21:6418)

Thus the secretary refuted the notion that enlisted men are

merely technicians going about a specific task. There is a

need for the ability to lead and motivate others. How does the

promotion system balance technical expertise with those in-

tangible factors of human relations we sometimes refer to as

rleadership potential?

The Weighted Airmen Promotion System considers three

general areas, six measurable factors, to arrive at an overall
promotion score for each competitor. Technical and general

military knowledge are tested, seniority is calculated, decora-

tions are considered, and the mean of the most recent 10 per-

formance reports is factored and entered. Air Force Regulation

39-29 provides the following maximum allowable points for each

of the six factors: (15:9-29)

Specialty Knowledge Test (SKT) .... .............. 100 points
Promotion Fitness Examination (PFE) ..... ............ ... 100 "

Time in Service (TIS) .............. ................... 40 "

Time in Grade (TIG). ............. .................... 60 "

Decorations (DEC) ............ ..................... ... 25 "

Airman Performance Reports (APRs) ..... ............. ... 135 " "

The reader must bear in mind that WAPS is an automated

selection system and, consequently, relies on factors readily

quantified for entry into a computer data base. The Air Force

[.5
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recognized the limitations inherent in an automated system.

Therefore, the initial field test of WAPS used a promotion

board as a base line against which WAPS results were correlated. I
Since there was a high degree of correlation, the need to have

a promotion board in conjunction with WAPS was ruled out. I
(11:2) Note that performance on one's job as evidenced by -

the APR score was weighted at 135 points--30 percent of the I
maximum possible score.

If performance is the most heavily weighted factor in I
WAPS, why should there be any concern over the selection pro--

cess? This is a legitimate question. The answer lies in the

fact that any one of the factors is operative in the selection

process only to the extent to which it makes a qualitative dis-

crimination between contenders. For example, if all candidates

had the maximum of 25 points for decorations, that particular

factor would play no part since selection depends on a point

differential. Other factors would actually carry an even

greater weight, since they would represent a larger proportion

of the aggregate points for the remaining factors. This is

precisely what has happened to the performance factor. As

early as 1972, it was noted at the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory (HRL) that APRs had become so inflated that many

airmen were approaching maximum scores, This fact tended to

increase the weight of other factors. (2:8) in the 1980 L-8

selection cycle, the average APR score for selectees was 134.95,

on.ly .05 points from the maximum allowable total, (5:6)

6



If the part played by performance has been negated by

APR inflation, which factors are making the selections? A

1974 study of the security of the promotion testing program

noted that the two tests, SKT and PFE, are the most significant

factors in determining whether or not an airman is to be pro-

moted. (18:2) Such a situation contravenes the original in-

tent of the program as svidenced by the field test cited on

page 6. If undue weight is placed on test scores, promotions

would seem destined to go to those with the greatest technical

knowledge or the greatest verbal skill, that is, those who test

well. Is this good or bad?

A recent article in The New York Times asserted that the

services might be going too far in rationalistic personnel

policies. It noted the fallacy in the assumption that quan-

tifiabie human qualitics arc morc important than those which arc

difficult to quantify. (8:30) The article further noted that:

Almost every study of productivity in American industry
or of success in the economy, as well as of courage in
combat, has shown that the intangibles of character--enter- |a
prise, aggressiveness, drive, willingness to risk--are much
more important than the measurable quotients of classroom
ability. (8:44) [

These intangibles such as human relations, acceptance of respon-

sibility, bearing and behavior are factors used in the Airman

Performance Report.

When one reviews the previous research into the matter

of enlisted promotions, one senses a feeling of corporate "deja-

vu." An Air War College research report noted in 1952 that the

7
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Air Force NCO corps had been "destroyed" during World War II

by the promotion of technicians to NCO grades as a reward for

their skills. It suggested that NCO status be reserved for

those who have demonstrated their fitness to lead. (16:1-3)

The study went on to observe that Air Force promotion policies

do not "deprive the poor leaders of authority." (16:20) One

wonders if the Air Force has not run the full cycle. If it

ignores the intangible traits of character in the promotion

process, what assurance does it have that those selected will

exhibit a mastery of those traits when placed in positions of

authority?

The problem for this study, then, is to determine to

what extent the intangible characteristics of airmen, as eval-

uated by their supervisors and commanders, influence the promo-

tion selection process. Air Force leadership needs assurance

that the future leadership and supervision needs of the service

will be fulfilled.

Objective

The overall objective of this study is to evaluate the

extent to which job performance and leadership qualities in-

iluence promotion selection of airmen to grades E-5 through

E-7 under WAPS. The study will attempt to determine what role

performance plays and how the performance factor acts, or fails

to act, as a discriminating variable. The study will test the

following hypothesis: Performance does not act as a discrimi-

nating variable in the Weighted Airman Promotion System.
8
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Limitations

The author's original intent was to conduct a selection

-----boiord procedure here at Air War College using a sample of air-

men's records, both selectees and non-selectees, from a recent

promotion cycle. This proved to be infeasible for several

reasons. The administrative problems associated with the fi
identification of the sample population and the capture of the

necessary WAPS data at the local level were prodigious. For Hi

a selection board process to have validity, the statistical and U
qualitative controls exercised by the promotion secretariat at |

the Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center would need to be

scrupulously duplicated. Such duplication proved to be beyond

local capability. For these reasons, the study has been limited

to statistical analyses of promotion results, a comparison of

these results with the original guidelines of WAPS, and an

analysis of Airman Performance Reports sampled from the Maxwell

AFB Central Base Personnel Office.

Ass utions

The underlying assuimption of this study is that the

Air Force truly intends to promote airmen according to the

guidelines in its personnel plan and promotion regulation.

Leadership and supervisory skills, and demonstrated potential

for increased responsibility should be rewarded by advancement

in the grade structure.

9
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It is further assumed that no significant change in

the performance reporting system (e.g., a controlled report)

is likely in the near future. The trauma of the Officer

Effectiveness Report experience of the 1970s will be with us

for quite a long while.

Organization of the Study

In order to study the roie of performance in the promo-

tion process, it is necessary to understand clearly the role

that perfurmance was intended to play. Chapter II is devoted

to a review of the events leading up to the adoption. of WAPS,

with particular attention to guidelines set down by the House

Committee on Armed Services' Special Subcomnittee on Enlisted

Promotion Policy Review.

Using those guidelines as the theoretical Crauework,

chapter III examines the actual results of the promotion selec-

tion process. These are then compared with the guidance to

determine whether WAPS is performing its intended role.

A statistical evaluation of the various measures of

pnrformance and leadership potential contained in the Airman

Performance Report is contained in chapter IV. The effort

here is to attempt to demonstrate that there are levels of per-

formance--outstanding, average, and below average--that can be

observed in performance reports, even without reading the

narrative comments that would be available to a selection board.

10
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Chapter V is a summary discussion of the data presented

in the study. An attempt is made to draw all of the disparate

elements together into a cohesive whole.

Finally, chapter VI is devoted to a discussion of the

conclusions arrived at from the study. Certain recommendatiult,

are offered for the reader's consideration.

11
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CHAPTER II

THE PURPOSE AND PROBLEMS OF WAPS

The Aims of a Promotion System

In the previous chapter we learned that the purpose of

the Air Force's enlisted grade structure is to distinguish

levels of leadership and supervision, and its basic promotion I
policy is to advance airmen who show their readiness to take

on increased responsibilities. How should the system serve

the institution and how does one identify leadership and super-

visory potential?

The basic goal of the Air Force, as is true of any mil-

itary organization, is to accomplisn its mission. A high level

of productivity of assigned personnel is as necessary to the

Air Force in its mission activities as it is to business and

industry. In their discussion of the nature of a promotion

system, Pigaro and Meyers argue that promotions should reward

those who are highly productive. (14:309) The reward of

superior job performance can actually enhance performance and

productivity. Workers who know that their productivity is a

factor in their consideration for promotion are motivated to

excel in their daily performance. (10:39) The antithesis of

this argument was expressed by Calhoon who noted that ". if

employees feel that they will be promoted regardless of per-

formance they will have less incentive ... " to excel. (4:317)

12
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As we have seen, the Air Force wants to identify

potential leaders and supervisors. What is leadership and

how can it be identified as a trait? Freeman and Taylor, in

their book How To Pick Leaders, define leadership as an

"ability to create group action toward an organizational

objective ." while maximizing each individual's effective-

ness and cooperation. (7:40) They go on to point out that men

lead in any number of ways. "Only one thing stanas in common---

control of the interpersonal situation." (7:14) Thus, leader- I
ship is a function of human relations. They tie leadership to 1

organizational performance by saying:

But what seems to mark the uncommon man, the leader whose
leadership leads to action, is the effective utilization
of energy, his own and that of the people working with
him. (7:222)

In a. stady which compared Air Force promotion policies

with those of industry, three elements were identified Is

integral to a promotion system. Seniority was seen as an

element which reduced friction and was typically favored by

unions. Appraisal was a measure of potential rather than per-

formance, and performance ratings measured productivity in the

current job. (13:14-22) We saw ii, the previous chapter that

the Air Force attempted to blend these factors into its enlisted

promotion system. - ,

The Purpose of WAPS

We noted in the first chapter that WAPS was conceived

in response to congressional criticism. The tone was set by

13t



the comments of the Chairman of the House Committee on Armed

Services, the Honorable L. Mendel Rivers:

Nobody has a right to be promoted; but he does have a
right to equal consideration with his fellow airmen. He
has a right to be told honestly if he is not capable of
-promotion, He has a right to understand the system he
lives by, (21:6325)

Thus the chairman laid the theoretical framework; no one has

an inherent right to be promoted but he should be able to under-

stand why he was--or was not--selected.

This problem of the lack of "visibility" in the Air

Force's enlisted promotion system was amplified in the report

of the Special Subcommittee on Enlisted Promotion Policy Review

-1
created by Chairman Rivers. It said:---....--

Many of the promotion problems are due to a lack of visi-
bility. Visibility means the extent to which a man is
able to see how promotions are determined, where he stands
in the relati• competition, why he was not one of those
selected and how he must improve himself to have a better
chance for promotion in the future. The great lack of
visibility, together with other promotion shortcomings,
has led to a serious morale problem among enlisted. men in
the Air Force. (20:7309)

Given such pointed criticism of the Air Force for its lack of

visibility in its promotions, one can understand the concern of

personnel planners in maintaining a promotion system which is

visible and rationalistic. The problem stems from the fact

that there was other guidance in the report regarding the desired

characteristics of the system. The subcommittee report said

that the primary emphasis ought to be on skill--both knowledge

and pertoimance--and that the system should provide a measure-

ment of differences so that the best qualified might be

identified. (20:7349)

14



After the new system had been designed, it was field

tested in the Alaskan Air Command by the Air Force's Human

Resources Laboratory using promotion boards as a baseline

against which WAPS results were correlated. The original

thought was that there might be a need to conduct a board pro-

ceeding in conjunction with the computerized process. But

since there was such a high degree of correlation between the

board results and those of WAPS, the need to supplement WAPS

with boards was ruled out. (11:2) This field test used a

newly developed statistical procedure called "policy capturing,"'

which has since become popular in studies by the Human Resources

Laboratory. (9:5-6)

The difficulties in designing an analytical promotion ¶1
system were not overlooked during the developmental process.

In his testimony before the special subcommittee, the Honorable

Thomas D. Morris, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower

said: "The evaluation of Leadership potential is something very

difficult to quantify through tests or other numeric factors.''

(21:6418) In order to assuage the concerns of members of the

special subcommittee that performance might be subordinated in

the new system, the congressmen were briefed on the Air Force's

new regulation governing Airman Performance Reports with its

"restrictive" ratings, which would control the problem of rating

inflation. They were told that only 15 percent of the airmen

rated could receive the top rating of 'rnint,." The median woolld

occur at the "seven" level, and at least 35 percent of the air-

15



men rated would receive a rating of "six" or below on a scale

of "zero to nine." (22:11076) Based on this assurance, the

special subcommittee gave its blessing to the Air Force's new

enlisted promotion system. (22:11075) The Air Force agreed

to full implementation of the new system by July 1970. (24:1)

Potential Problems of WAPS

If there were to be problems with the new system, what

might they be? We have seen that the congressmen and the Air

Force were interested in advancing superior performers and

potential leaders. Freeman and Taylor note that leaders are V

more likely distinguished by verbal and intellectual aptitudes

than by mechanical aptitudes, by social rather than clerical

skills, and that ten times more importance is attached to

personality than to aptitude and proficiency combined. (7:'22)

Gilder observed that the aptitude for group leadership--a trait

common to every society--is hard to measure in an examination.

(8:44)

Realizing these limitations of an analytical system,

the Air Force built a formula intended to replicate the factors

considered important by promotion boards. Boards paid great

heed to the Airman Performance Reports, so APRs were heavily

weighted under WAPS. (2:8)

This concept was reinforced in 1.972 by the Human

Resources Laboratory in the development of a promotion system

for Air Force basic trainees. The study recommended that the
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evaluation by the military instructor be heavily weighted, and

that the scores on the written tests not even be considered.

S(3:17) Notably, there was a high degree of discrimination in

the ratings because of a forced spread. The highest rated

trainee was awarded a rating of 100, and the rest followed at

two-point intervals. (3:8)

The study used the "policy capturing" technique alluded

to earlier. Board members were provided decks of computer cards

with data arrays, and were asked to rank order the airmen

represented by those data. Correlation analyses were then per-

formed to "capture" the promotion "policy" of each board mem-

ber. (3:5) This is a useful technique, but it has an inherent

fault in that the board members are limited by the researcher.

If one field of data does not discriminate among competing_]_

records, the board must rely upon other data fields since the

cards must be rank ordered. Study results indicate that the j.
researchers assume that a board member's 'policy" und'-r such I-

circumstances is to discount that nondiscriminating parýmeter

when in fact it may be considered to be of primary importance

to him. It simply could not be used to discriminate on the I
basis the data provided, -

Further evidence of the Air Force's reliance on per-

Iiormance as a discriminating factor can be seen in the reaction

to the suggestion that promotion consideration ought to be

biven to airmen's educational accomplishments. The position

taken by the Air Force was that if education really contiibutes

.7
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to an airman's promotability, it chuuld affect other selection

fact • such as skill testing and performance ratings. (12:8)

The problem begins to become clear. Leadership and

- performance are expected to be strong considerations in the

promotion selection process, This is the will of the Congress

and the stated policy of the Air Force, and it is supported by

the literature of personnel management. The traits of leader-

ship are difficult to measure in tests, and we tend to rely

upon the observations of superiors as contained in performance

reports. For an analytical system to use a factor as a dis-

crimii_.ting variable, that variable must indeed discriminate.

If it does not, other factors, which do discriminate, will con-

trol the process. If performance is to play effectively in

identifying our future enlisted leaders and supervisors, WAPS

must be able to discriminate between the outstanding, the

average, and the below-average performers. Its ability to

accomplish that task is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III

PERFORMANCE AS A DISCRIMINATOR

The previous chapters have developed an overview of the

events leading up to the adoption of WAPS by the Air Force.

The new system was intended to blend knowledge, seniority, and

performance factors together in a computer model which would

provide visible, equitable promotions to those most ready to

accept greater responsibiiities. It has been demonstrated by

various studies that enlisted personnel seem to generally

accept the new system as equitable--at least when compared with

the system it replaced. But how effective is WAPS when it

comes to singling out the better performers--those who might

have future leadership potential? To gain insight into this

part of the equation, we will now examine a sample profile of

the enlisted force and the results of actual promotion cycles.

A Profile of the Force

Before looking at the results of promotion cycles, the

reader should examine the body of competitors for promotion.

By doing so, he will have a better understanding of the manner

in which the six factors used in WAPS act as variable deter-

minants in the selection process. A statistical analysis of

the 1977-A promotion cycle to technical sergeant (E-6) was

obtained from the Directorate of Personnel Plans, Headquarter6,

USAF. It provides the mean and standard deviation in each of
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the six variables for the entire group of 73,000 competitors I
in the cycle. Then it undertakes a detailed analysis of a

sample of 300 of these airmen. Throughout this analysis, the-----

data are presented in the same maiiner: SKT and PFE are the

number of correct answers on a 100 question examination. This

is the actual score used in WAPS. TIS and TIG are expressed

in months. in WAPS, TIS is credited with two points per year

and TIG one-half point per month. DEC is the actual WAPS score I
for decorations, and APRM is the mean of the APRs which qualify

for the cycle.

TABLE 1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 70,000 COMPETITORS (17:10)

Factor M Pn Std Dcv

SKT (Skill Knowledge Test) 53.19 11.43
PFE (Promotion Fitness Exam) 61.62 10.33
TIS (Time in Service) 130.68 39.00
TIC (Time in Grade) 62.18 24.02
DEC (Decorations) 1.82 3.14
APRN (Airman Performance 8.78 .32

Report Mean)

Bearing in mind that the figures quoted above are an

actual representation of the staff sergeants competing for

promotion i.n the 1977 cycle, certain facets of WAPS begin to

emerge. The first four factors all. appear to have a rather

strong central tendency. Both the SKT and PFE are from a

possible score of 100. The 130.68 months in se-rvice equates

to a 21.78 of a possible 40 points based on the formula of two

20
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points per year. Time in grade of 62.18 months would score

31.09 of a possible 60 points. All of these variables have

their mean very near the central point of the possible distri-

bution scale. Further, the standard deviations indicate a

sizable spread. The decorations score, on the other hand, has

its mean at the low extreme, with a relatively large standard I

deviation. The APR mean of 8.78, however, is nearly at the

maximum of 9.0. The standard deviation of .32 indicates a

relatively small spread. This is significant to remember as

we proceed with our analysis of the sample of 300 airmen and -•

then proceed to look at promotion board results.

TABLE 2

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SAMPLE OF 300 AIRMEN (17:10)

Factor MRanae lean Std Dev

SKT 29 - 92 56.66 11.52
PFE 32 - 93 66.30 10.24
TIS 64 - 239 126.33 35.94
TIG 22 - 120 61.33 22.96
DEC 0 - 25 1.84 3.18
APR14 7.27 9.0 8.83 .29

An examination of Table 2 gives a more detailed view

of the relationship of the variables. Itach of the iirst five

factors ranges from near minimum to near maximum scores. Some

of the eligibles have equalled or exceeded the allowable 1(0

years in grade and 25 points for decorations. On the other

hand, there is a very small spread between the lowest arid

21
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highest APR• score. As we go on to a more detailed look at

the distribution of each of these variables, we must bear in 1
mind that the objective is to determine how each factor plays

a role in the selection process. As we will see later, only

about 18 percent of the candidates are selected to technical

sergeant, and roughly 8 percent to master sergeant. The

selection point for each promotion is well to the right-hand

side of the curve for candidates. (6:7)

300 airmen based upon their SKT scores. Notice that both the

mean and the median fall in the 56-60 range. There is a high

degree of discrimination tc the high side of the central point.

Also important is the fact that the top score of 92 gained 63

promotion points over the luwt.t score of 29, and 35.34 points

over the mean score of 56.66. The high score is a'so beyond

the third standard deviation from the mean.

A review of the PFE distribution in figure 1 provides I
a similar picture--central tendency with a fairly wide distri-

bution. Both the mean and median fall into the 66-70 range, a

bit higher than the SKT. There is still good discrimination in

the higher range, however, and the spread between the high and

low scores is significant.

The distribution of time-in-service scores presents a

slightly different picture. The sample is grouped at the more

junior end of the array with the mode, mean, and median all

falling at the 10-year point. Only 10 airmen have over 17 years
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of service, yet they gain 20 points toward promotion over those

at the median based on two points per year. This 20 points

takes on added significance when considered with the other

seniority variable, time in grade. The reader will begin to

see how the two examinations and the seniority factors work to

make selections at the expense of the performance variables--

the performance reports and decorations.

In the time-in-grade scores, we see a pattern fairly

similar to the time-in-service scores. In figure 1, we see the

measures of central tendency all located at the 5-year point.

The lower end of the distribution is more heavily populated,

and as with the time in service score, the most senior airmen

gain a significant advantage, in this case nearly 30 points.

The score for decorations presents quite a different

pattern, with the mode and the median both located at the zero

increment. Two cases in the sample have maximum scores of 25

points, a fact which would lead one to believe that they gained

a substantial promotion advantage. This may not be true, how-

ever. In the author's experience, decorations for airmen seem

to be seen most frequontly in the aircrew specialties, largely

the result of combat duty. In the sample, only six airmen have

decoration scores of 11 or better, yet they have a significant

impact on the mean, raising it from 1.52 to 1.84. If the

author's observation is accurate, they gain relatively little

toward promo ;ion since they must compete against one another

in their specialty rather than against their less decorated

fellow airmen in other career fields.
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The distribution of Airmen Performance Report scores

follows a pattern much the reverse of that of decorations. On

--a scale of zero to nine, the APR means are heavily grouped at

the higher level. The lowest scores are above seven, and all

three measures of central tendency are located at the highest

increment. Notably, 73 percent of the sample cases had an APR

mean of 8.80 or higher. With a promotion quota of only about

18 percent to technical sergeant, it becomes clear that the

APR score, at best, identifies only the poorest performers, and

their penalty for poor performance is not nearly so severe in

this variable as it was in the tests. For example, the lowest

APR score of 7.27 would receive 109.05 points toward promotion

when the weighting factor of 15 is applied, as opposed to a

perfect score of 135. This is a penalty of 25.95. In contrast,

the poorest test scores were penalized over 60 points on each

test, a loss much more difficult to overcome, as the reader will

see as the results of promution cycles are analyzed.

It seems appropriate to summarize the results of our

analysis of the sample of E-5 data prior to moving forward to

the actual results of a promotion cycle. Both of the examina-

tions seem to provide an array of scores that have a strong

central tendency along with a wide spread. They seem to be

good discriminators, putting those who test poorly at a decided

disadvantage and giving the airmen with the best test results

a decided advantage over the average achievers. The two

seniority factors are both skewed to the right but give sub-
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stantially greater points to the most senior airmen s opposed

to those with average seniority. The two performance factors

have an extreme skew, right-handed for decorations and left-

handed for APRs. The advantage to the airman with the highest -

decoration score is moderate, and only in competition with air-

men with few decorations. If numerous decorations are common

within the career field, the advantage is largely negated. The

performance report scores have such a right-hand bias that they

make little differentiation between the average and the superior

performer. The airman with the poorest APR score is only

modestly penalized. Having looked at an in-depth profile of

the enlisted force, let us now examine the promotion system

in operation.

The Selection System at Work

Now that we have seen how a sample of the enlisted

force's records array under WAPS criteria, it is appropriate

to look into the manner in which the variables interplay to

actually select airmen for promotion. In June 1978 the

results of competition for promotion to technical sergeant

(E-6) and master sergeant (E-7) were announced. Table 3 pro-

vides a breakdown of the results of that E-6 promotion cycle.

The mean scores in each of the variables is provided for both

the selectees and the nonselectees. There were 64,691 airmen

in competition for E-6 of which only 11,570, or 17.9 percent,

were selected,
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF 1978 E-6 CYCLE (6:7)

Variable Selectees Nou-selectees

TIG 46.66 34.09
TIS 26.86 22.83
SKT 66.35 52.75
PFE 68.67 54.15
DEC 3.00 2.00
APR 133.37 131.69

TOTAL 333.56 288.32

The scores in table 3 are revealing because they show

where the determination of promotion selection occurs. The -:

overall seniority, time in service, for each group is fairly

close. The average selectee had four points more than the

average nonselectee, representaL.1ve of two years' service. The

time-in-grade figure reveals a 12-point differential, or two

additional years as an E-5, which means that, on the average,

both groups were promoted to E-5 at about the same career point.

So the average selectee gained 16.60 points by virtue of

seniority.

Looking at the test scores, one soes a differential of

about 14 points between the two groups on each test, for a

spread of 28.12 points on the two examinations.

When one examines the scores of the competitors in the

two performance factors though, there is virtually no difference

in the scores of the selectees and nonselectees. Only one

point separates the two groups in decorations, ann less than
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two points separates them in their performance report scores.

The average selectee scored only 2.68 points higher than the

average nonselectee in performance. Figure 1 indicates that

an APR mean of 8.50 would put an E-5 in the lowest 10 percent

of the force from the standpoint of performance, yet this

grossly poor performance record would reduce his WAPS score by

only 7.5 points. This is easily overcome by simply waiting

another year for promotion--six more points for time in grade

and two more points for time in service. By correctly answer-

ing four more questions on each examination, he would overcome

one of the worst performance records in the force and gain

promotion along with his top performing contemporaries.

The airman can do nothing to alter the seniority scores.

They are a given, based on when he or she joined the service

and the date promoted to the currentL grde. The tests, on the

other hand, offer a vehicle to accelerate one's advancement.

Since only the very poorest performers on the job are penp? -d

in their performance reports--and then only slightly--there *.,s

no motivation within the promotion system to excel on the job.

If the reader will recall, the Air Force testified

before the congressional special subccr•mittpp thnt the lowest

10 percent of the force would have a performance rating of five

or less. Assuming that this projection had materialized, the

mythical 8.50 performer referred to earlier would have gone into

the promotion cycle with an APR mean of 5.0 or les-! At best,

he or she could attain an APR score of 75 points, 60 points
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short of the maximum. The superior performer would now gain a,

sizable edge in the competition, and the nonperformer would j
face an almost insurmountable barrier to promotion. The author

believes that this is what the congressmen had in mind.

TABLE 4

RESULTS OF 1978 E-7 CYCLE (6:7)

Variable Selectees Non-selectees

TIG 35.23 28.31
SKT 71.92 58.63
PFE 70.13 53.82

DEC 6.00 4.00
APR 134.39 133.76

TOTAL 340.80 303.67

The 1978 promotion cycle to master sergeant shows very

similar results. There is a slight increase in the PrE dif-

ferential between the selectees and nonselectees. The two per-

formance factors played the same role as virtual nondiscrimi-

nators. But both groups had almost identical time-in-service

scores, while the selectees scored almost seven points higher

in time in grade, In other words, while both had been in the

service for the same length of time, the master sergeant.

selectee had made technical sergeant roughly one year prior to

the nonselectee. Since, from the previous analysis, we saw that

this was likely due to higher test scores, one could argue that

these higher test scores were, in effect, counted twice. More-
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over, they got the airman promoted a year early, and thus

allowed him or her to get a head start on the unsuccessful

competitor in the race for the next promotion. Of course, the

argument can be made that the airman gained an additional year's

experience in the higher grade, and was thus more qualified for

promotion. In actual practice, however, an airman may very

well stay in the same job after promotion, as long as his or

her Controlled Air Force Specialty Code (CAFSC) remains the

same.

The point that emerges from our examination of actual

promotion results is that the performance variables tend to

provide little or no discrimination in the selection of airmen

for promotion. The Air Force Times summed it all up by ob- I
serving:•

The 135 points possible for APRs carry almost 30 percent
of the weight, but from the statistics, it is obvious that
actual test scores far outweigh actual APP. scores as
promotion factors. . . . What all this comes down to is
the fact that when the point spread on one factor is close,
one or more other factors become more important in dividing
winners from losers. (6:7)
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CHAPTER IV

AIRMAN PERFORMANCE REPORT DISCRIMINATION -+

The data presented in the previous chapter demonstrated

the lack of discrimination at the right-hand side of the curve

by the overall rating on Airman Performance Reports. Since

enlisted promotion quotas fall within this portion of the pop-

I.ulation, failure of the APRs to discriminate in this area I

negates their value as a selection factor. In the officer-

promotion process and in the selection of enlisted personnel

to grades E-8 and E-9, promotion boards physically review the

total record of each contender for promotion. In this process,

board members gain a sense of the performance history of the

contenders and weigh this subjectivo evaluation along with thu

other aspects of the person's record. Thus, selections are

made. The purpose of this chapter is to explore the Airman

Performance Report in greater depth to determine if there is

an element of discrimination beyond the "sameness" of overall

ratings.

Since the population and sample studied in the previous

chapter were E-5s competing for promotion to -e-6, it sue.emed

appropriate to review APRs from the same portion of the eoj-

listed force so comparison, s could be made. A lijsting wias -

drawn of all staff sergeants sýervicod by the Maxwlcl. Al/b CBIPO.
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There were 558 personnel on the listing, and they represented

a cross section of the major commands and separate operating

agencies of the Air Force: Air Training Command, Military

Airlift Command, Tactical Air Command, Air Force Audit Agency,

AF Data Design Center, and several small, tenant units.

After consultation with the Evaluation Directorate of

Air War College, the decision was made to draw a random sample

of 10 percent of this population for in-depth study. A target

sample of 63 airmen was selected using the final digit of their

Social Security account number, and of these, 60 records were

available for examination. The other three had moved to other

stations, and their records had not yet been deleted from the

computer file. These 60 staff sergeants are the sample used

in the statistical analyses in this chapter.

Methodology_

As stated earlier, the purpose of this research was to

determine the presence of discrimination in APRs, beyond the I
overall ratings which have such a strong right-hand bias. The

APR has several areas which reveal the quality of an airmails -]

performance, other than the overall rating captured in the WAPS

computer model. There are seven measures of performance rated

on the face of the form. These are: performance of duty,

human relations, training, supervision, acceptance of NCO

rosponsibility, bearing, and behavior. On the form's reverse,

there are comments by the rating official and by one or more
32 "



indorsing officials. In the case of a staff sergeant, the

minimum grade of the final indorsing official is master

sergeant, and there can be a maximum of three indorsements.

A work sheet was developed to measure the ratings each

airman had received in each rating area on the mic- recent 1PR,

the number of indorsements that had been added, and the grade

of the final indorser. An example of the work sheet may be

found in the Appendix.

After each record had been reviewed and scored, the

;-data were entered into the computer terminal at the Directorate

of Evaluation to derive the statistics discussed below, (The

assistance of the Directorate of Evaluation is hereby grate-

fully acknowledged.)

The data were entered in nine separate groupings, or

models. Model A was the overall evaluation as captured in

WAPS. This model was used primarily as a control for comparison

with the APR data used in the previous chapter. The seven per-

formance ratings mentioned above are all rated on a scale ui

zero to nine, Model B is the total oi these ratings--a perlect

score being 63. Model C is the mean of the ratings--9.0 is a

perfect score.

The remainder of the models are excursions on models

B and C. Model D is the total of the ratinjgs with one point

added to perfect scores for each additional indorsement, and

model E makes the same addition to the mean. Models F and G

add a factor to the rating total and mean respectively, based
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on the grade of the final indorser. Since master sergeant is

the minimum level of indorsement for an E-5, this was used as

the base line. One point was added for indorsement by an E-8

or E-9, two points for a company grade officer, three for a
,I

major or lieutenant colonel, and four points were added for a
4

colonel's indorsement. There were no general officer indorse-

ments in the sample. In models H and I, the sums of the number

and level of indorsement corrections are added to the rating

total and mean respectively. A

-Evaluation of the Data

The statistics for the 60 case sample are displayed in

table 5. The mean for model A--the control model--was 8.82,
I

compared with the APR moan of 8.78 for the population of

70,000 airmen cited in chapter III and the 8.83 mean for the

300 airmen sample from that population. The 60 records ran-

domly selected for this study appear to be a valid sample when

compared with the total population of E-5s.

The spread between cases began to widen in models B

and C, and continued to grow through each excursion. In models

D and E, the reader will notice that the spread and standard

deviation continue to increase. This increase continues with

models F and G. In model G, if the scores were factored to fit

the WAPS computer model, the airmen receiving the highest

scores would amass double the promotion points of the lowest

s:coring airmen. This is in sharp contrast with the promotion

board results displayed in the previous chapter.
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Model I presents the best opportunity to illustrate

the manner in which the discrimination shown in APRs could

affect the promotion process. The high end of the range lends

itself to easy extrapolation into the WAPS formula. Since the

high range is 15, changing the weighted value to nine would

result in the 135 rating for a perfect score now awarded in

WAPS. (15:29)

FIGURE 2

MODEL I DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AFB E-5s i
IH-i

Only four cases in the sample received a perfect score

under model I and would be awarded the 135 points. They would

gain nine points over the next 14 cases with their mean of 14--

or 126 "WAPS points." Thus there would be some differentiation

at the high end of the group. The greatest advantage gained by

the highest scorers would be over the poorest performers, as it

should be. The bottom score was a performance mean of 6.43,

w)'ich would translate to a "WAPS score" of 57.87 under model I
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scoring. The top performer would now enjoy a promotion ad-

vantage of 77.13 points over the bottom performer. This is

substantial, and would make performance a major factor in the

promotion selection process. From the data described in the

previous chapter, the perfect score on the 300-airmen sample

had only a 25.95 point advantage over the poorest performance

record, and there was almost no differentiation at the high

end of the scores: one can see the marked difference in the

scoring methods.

In model A, the portion of the APR actually captured

.--in the WAPS model, 52 of the 60 sample cases had nines on the

overall rating on their last performance report. Of these 52,

only 43 had "perfect" nines when the seven rating factors were

cxamincd in model. D. Their raters had made an attempt to

signal that there was some difference between these individuals

and the others who received perfect marks in each of the rating

factors. And yet they all received identical credit toward

promotion under WAPS.

Similarly, an examination of the way these 52 nines

from model A faired when the adjustments were made in model D

shows that there were further differences among those perfect

cases when additional indorsements were considered. Of the 43

cases which scored 63 points in model B, 23 had a score of 64

for one additional indorsement and seven cases received the

maximum score of 65 by having two additional indorsements.

The rating officials appear to have been attempting to em-
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phasize exceptional performance by sending the reports to

their superiors for further indorsement. WAPS fails to per-

ceive this nuance.

The reader will recall that the only purpose of this

part of the study was to explore the possibility that there

was observable discrimination in APRs which is not presently

captured in the WAPS computer system. The author believes that

the presence of reasonable discriminatory differences has been

demonstrated and that the WAPS model is insufficiently sophis-

ticated to capture this discrimination. In the case of

--officer and senior NCO promotion selection, the detection

of these differences is the responsibility of a selection

board. WAPS has not been revalidated against the seilections

of an actual promotion board since its original field test.

It would seem that such a revalidation is long overdue.

I
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY DISCUSSION

The purpose of this chapter is two--fold. It attempts

to tie the data presented earlier into a meaningful entity.

Further, it serves as an executive summary for the reader whose

time is limited and who wishes to forego review of the sta-

tistical evidence.

The Background

The basic goal of the Air Force is the same as that of 4
any military organization--mission accomplishment. In this

regard, a. high level of productivity is as essential to a mili-

tary organization as it is to industry. The reward of superior

job performance by promotion can enhance performance and pro-

ductivity. By the same token, employees who feel that their

promotion will bd unaffected by their job performance will have

little incentive toward increased productivity.

Air Force personnel policy indicates the need to iden-

tify potuntial leaders and supervisors. This is a difficult

task since those qualities which constitute leadership ability |
I

are largely intangible and defy quantification. Leadership

has been described as control of interpersonal situations, and p

as the ability to motivate others to maximum effort. The Air

Force enlisted promotion system is an attempt to blend three
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promotion elements--seniority, appraisal of potential, and

job performance--into a cohesive system.

The Purpose of WAPS

The Weighted Airman Promotion System was conceived in

response to congressional criticism. Members of the House

Committee on Armed Services had received many complaints

from enlisted members about promotion policies. Over 90 per-

cent of these complaints had come from Air Force personnel.

Chairman Rivers formed a Special Subcommittee on Enlisted

Promotion Policy Review to look into the matter. The main

complaint centered around the lack of "visibility' in the

extant promotion system of the Air Force. The airmen did not

understand the workings ui Lht selection boards then in use; .

did not know why they were not selected or how they ranked

among their peers; and, most importantly, had no idea what they

might do to enhance their chances for selection.

In response to the wishes of the special subcommittee,

the Air Force developed a new promotion system which it hoped

would be both visible and rational. Six factors were to be

entered into a computer data base for each competing airman.

These were the scores on two examinations--one to test job

knowledge and the other to test military qualities--which would

each carry a promotion weighting of 100 points for a perfect

score. The mean of the last ten Airman Performance Reports

would be weighted to a perfect score of 13b points. Both time
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in grade and time in service were included with maximum points

of 60 and 40 respectively. Decorations were also taken into

consideration, with 25 points being the maximum allowable i
score. The APR score was the most heavily weighted of the A

siix factors.

This heavy weighting of the performance factor was fil

compatible with the literature cited above and with the guidance

of the special subcommittee. The congressmen were particularly

concerned about the way performance would play in the selection

process because of the inflation in the performance reporting

system. They were briefed on the Air Force's new performance

reporting regulation, which would "control" ratings in line

with a normal distribution. With this assurance, the special

subcommittee agreed to che new Air Force promotion system. V
WAPS was field Lested in Alaskan Air Command by the

Human Rebources Laboratory. Promotion boards were used to

select airmen for promotion. These board resuiLs. were then

compared to the selections made by the computer using th WAPS

formula, and a correlation analysis was conducted. Since there

was a high correlation between the board and computer results,

it was felt unnecessary to conduct a board procedure in con-

junction with the WAPS process. More than a decade has passed

since then, but no further validation of WAPS against an actual

promotion board has taken place. All attempts at a revalida-

tion of the system have involved a "policy-capturing" technique

developed at the Human Resources Laboratory. While this is a
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very useful device for determining the relative importance

board members give to various factors, it does not replace

the functioning of an actsual promotion board as was used in

the original field test.

The Problem

It has been noted that the Air Force is interested in

advancing potential leaders and supervisors by identifying

superior performers. The difficulty of testing for these

traits was underscored by the Assistant Secretary of Defense

in his testimony before the special subcommittee. Realizing

the difficulty of entering these leadership traits into an

analytical model, the Air Force placed the heaviest weight in

thQ promotion model on the subjective performance rating of

the individual by his supervisor. These ratings were to be

kept within a normal distribution to prevent inflation.

In the computer model, each factor acts to select air-

men for promotion only to the exteiit to which it makes a dis-

crimination among the contenders. If, for example, the Skill

Knowledge Test were easy and everyone scured 100 percent, it

would play no part in the selection process, and the relative

weight of the other factors would be increased. In the case

of performance ratings, if the guidelines of the regulation

were not followed and all--or nearly all--of the contenders hý.d

a perfect score, performance wonld play little or no part in

the process of selection. We will see thirough the examination
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of promotion-cycle results just how thi.s possibility has come

to be a reality.

Performance as a Discriminator

Several promotion cycles were reviewed to determine

the extent to which performance influences promotion selection.

The statistical evaluation of the 1977-A selection cycle to

technical sergeant was examined to capture the profile of the

competing airmen. It was clear that both of the tests provided :-

good distribution of scores. The SKT ranged from 29 to 92 with

a mean of 56.66. Over 20 percent of the scores fell within the

56 to 60 modal range. The scores on the PPE were very similar

with a range of 32 to 95, a mean of 66.30, and .. a modal range,

of 71 to 75. Both examinations approached a normal distribu-

tion, rewarding the high scorers with a substantial promotion

advantage over the poor scorers.

Much the same observation was made regarding the two

seniority factors, time in grade and time in service. The

distribution was abnormal in that both factors had a right-

hand skew, but they provided good discrimination. The more

senior airmen gained a substantial number of points over more

junior competitors, and could thereby overcome les.s than out-

standing test scores.

The decorations scores were another matter. Most of

the competing staff sergeants had no decorations. Zero was

the mode with 58.33 percent of the sample. Another 31 percent
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had three points, the equivalent of one Air Force Commendation

Medal. It would seem that those few airmen who scored the

maximum would have a substantial promotion advantage. But

since the more heavily decorated airmen are thought to be in

the combat specialties, and since they must compete for promo-

tion within their area. of speciality, the advantage is likely

min imi zed.

Airman performance ratings were just the reverse of

decorations. There was an extreme left-hand skew with most of

the competitors having nearly perfect means. The means ranged

from 7.27 to 9.00, with a mean of 8.83. Nearly 73 percent of

the airmen had wtvans botween 8.76 and 9.00. Since the promo-

tion quota to technical sergeant was only 18 percent, the

quota fell in the range uf p Le..ec.t scores, and no discrimina-

tion was provided. An APRP mean of 7.27, the lowest of the

sample, would score 109.05 points under the weighted formula,

and would suffer a penalty of only 25.95 points in competition

with a peifect score of 135. This is in contrast to the poorest

test scores whieb we- penalized over 60 points on each test.

Performance had little to do with promotion selection.

The 1978 cycle to technical sergeant was examined to

see how the factors interacted to select promotees. There

were 64,691 staff sergeants competing for technical sergeant.

Of these, 11,570, or 17.9 percent, were selected for promotion.

The average selectoe had a _t 2,-point advantage over the average

nonselectee in time in grade and a four-point advantage in
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time in service. The spreads in the tests Vere even greater,

14 points in the skill test and 12 points in the PFE. DecoQra- 4

tions played little part in the process since the average

selectee had three points as opposed to two for the average

nonselectee. The scores for peric .1jance reports provided

equally poor discrimination in that the selectees averaged

133.37 points against 131.69 for the nonselectees. Both the

selectees and the nonselectees had nearly perfect performance

scores.

From another perspective, there were fewer than iour

points separating the average of those who wcrc sei.c.ud fromt

those who were not in tile two performance factors, decorations

and performance reports, Two additional questions correctly

answered on each of the tests would have moved the average no•n-

selectee into the promoted category. Perltrmance played al-

most no part at all in the process.

Airman Performazce.l Report Discrimination

The Weighted Airman Promotion Systmcr looks only at thi

moan of th(.e ].ast ten APtis for scoring in the computer model,

that is to say, the mean of the overall ratings. That Lact

raises the question of whether there miiight not be some degree

of discriminution in the performance reports that is beyond

WAPS: scrutiny. A sample of' stalf sergeants' records was

drawn at Maxwell AFB in order to gain Iurthier insight.
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The most recent APRs of the 60 sample cases were

examined, and the mean of the overall ratings: was 8.82. This

mean compared favorably with the statistics from the promotion Ii
cycles cited above. Of the 60 sample cases, 52 had received

"nines" on their last APR. When a more thorough analysis was

made of these reports, however, some interesting differences

were noted. Many of the reports had one or more of the per-
formance factors rated down, although the overall rating re--

mained a nine. Many had additional indorsements layered to T

emphasize superior performance, and others had been elevated

to senior officers for indorsement. In short, there was a

discernible attempt on the part of the raters and indorsers to

differentiate between various levels of job performance, given

the inflaition of "'s. T he '.7A T1 d' m s incapable of taking

this discrimination into account since it reads only the over-

all rating on the APR. The raters are aware of the problem--

the compute-- ignores it.

As we noted earlier, the original field test of WAPS

compared the results of the computer selection process with

promotion board results. Since then, performance ratings have

inflated to the point that they no longer play any meaningful

role in the promotion process. It is very likely that the

computer is no longer selecting the same personnel that would

bu selected by a promotion board., though the assumption that

it would do so was the ori.-inaJ bas•is for the adoption of WAPS.

'Iie system has not been revalidated against an actual promotion

board since its inception. It is high time that it was.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The first conclusion to be drawn from this study is

that performance was intended to play a significant role in

the selection process for airmen's promotions. The report of

the Special Subcommittee on Enlisted Promotion Policy Review

was fairly cl-ar and specific. It stated that the primary

promotion emphasis should be on skill--both knowledge and per-

formance--and the system should provide a measurement of

differences so the best qualified might be identified. Further

evidence of the importance attacheA to skill is found in the I

results of the initial WAPS field test: the APR factor

received the heaviest weighting of the six factors because ol

the stress promotion boards placed upon effective job perfor-

mance. And, finally, the literature of personnel administra-

tion suggests that promotion based upon superior job perfor-

mance serves as a motivator.

The examination of recent promotion cycles leads to a i

second conclusion. Because the Air Force has not enforced the 1
normal disuribution curve for APRs, as it assured the special

subconmnittee it would, the ratings have become inflated to the

point that they play almost no part in the selection process.

The E-5s competing for promotion to E-6 in 1977 had nearly

perfect APR scores, Of the 73,000 competitors, 73 percent had
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an average of 8.80 or better on their last ten APRs. Since

the promotion quota was only 18 percent, the APR factor made

almost no discrimination at the selection end of the distribu-

tion. At best, a modest penalty was assessed on the poorest

performers, and this could easily be offset in the other areas.

The outstanding performers were virtually indistinguishable

from the average. Inflation of performance ratings has negated

the heavy weight given them in the WAPS formula since nearly

everyone has the same score.

Field research of airmen's records leads to another !

conclusion. All airmen do not perform at the same level of

proficiency on their jobs. There are differences in quality

of performance, and supervisors attempt to demonstrate these

differences on the performance reports, given the problem of

inflation. A substantial percentage of the airmen receiving

overall ratings of nine had one or more of the performance-factor

blocks marked down. Many raters sought additional indorsements

to underscore superior performance. They are trying to send

signals into the personnel system. WAPS reads only the over-

all rating for its data base and ignoreb the number and level

of indorsements. It also fails to make a distinction between

a "clean" nine and one which has some of the performance blocks

rated down. In short, WAPS lacks sufficient sophistication to

recognize the discriminrtory nuances used by raters and in-

dorsers. The discrimir.ation is there, but WAPS cannot see it.
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A final conclusion can be drawn regarding the process

of system revalidation. The original field test matched the

computer selection against actual promotion board results.

Indeed, the high correlation of the results was the basis for

." the recommendation that boards not be used in conjunction with

the computerized WAPS process. While the "policy-capturing"

technique used by the Human Resources Laboratory is extremely

useful in setting weight factors, it does not replace the

interaction of a selection board with access to the full records

- of the competitors. This was the way WAPS was initially vali-

dated, and is the way any future validations should be con-

ducted. 'The emphasis should be on determining if WAPS is

Recommendations

There has not been a revalidation of WAPS which made a

comparison of computer selections and those of an actual pro-

motion board since the original field test in 1969. The author

believes that such a revalidation is long overdue in light of

the extreme inflation in performance ratings, It is therefore

recommended that such a revalidation be made as soon as pos-

siblo. An actual promotion-bo;ord process is the only way to

replicate the original vzlidation; use of the "policy-capturing"

technique, while simpler, will not suffice.

Another recommnndatiron concerns thu allocation of pro-

motiuns. Putting a curtain nuiTibur of promotions back into

40
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commander's hands would partially solve the inflation problem.

The command structure could assure the promotion of the most

superior performers, thereby directly rewarding effectiveness

and providing additional job motivation. Good performers who

for various reasons do not test well could be promoted to

maintain The motivation of this segment of the force. A new

program called Stripes for Exceptional Performers (STEP) is a

first step in this direction. Promotion quotas were allocated

to major commanders to award within their command. The number

of STEP promotions is small--only 116 from October through

April--but the author believes the idea sound in light of the A
findings of this study.*

Logic leads one to conclude from the study that controlled I
distribution of ratings in the performance report, as briefed to

the special subcommittee, ought to be enforced. The author is

loathe to offer this suggestion, however, because of the Air

Force's recent experience with Officer Effectiveness Reports.

Whatever the merit of the idea in the academic sense, reality

indicates that it is a questionable solution.

*An update of the test of Stripes for Exceptional Per-
formers (STEP) can be found in Air Force Times, 30 March 1981,
p. 3, or from the Air Staff OPR, AF/MPXOP.
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APPENDIX

TABLE 6

DISTRIBUTION OF SKT SCORES FOR SAMPLE OF 300 AIRMEN (17:22)

Interval Number Percent

25-35 9 3.00
36-40 21 7.00
41-45 31 10.33
46-50 43 14.33
51-55 40 13.33
56-60 61 20.33
61-65 34 11.33
66-70 30 10.00
71-75 19 6.33
76-80 5 1.67

-81-85 3 --1.00
86-90 3 1.00
91-95 1 .33

TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF PFE SCORES FOR SAMPLE OF 300 AIRMEN (17:23)

Interval Number Percent

31-35 4 i.33
36-40 1 .33
41-45 5 1.67
46-50 12 4.00
51-55 21 7.00
56-60 40 13.33
61-65 43 14.33
66-70 57 19.00
71-75 65 21.67
76-80 36 12.00
81-85 12 4.00
86-90 3 1.00
91-95 1 .33

A-i
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TABLE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF TIS SCORES FOR SAMPLE OF 300 AIRMEN (17:23)

5 yrs - 6 yrs 11 mos 24 8.00
7 yrs - 8 yrs 11 mos 80 26.67
9 yrs - 10 yrs 11 inos 86 28.67

11 yrs - 12 yrs 11 mos 53 17.67
13 yrs - 14 yrs 11 mos 24 8.00
15 yrs - 16 yrs 11 mos 23 7.67
17 yrs - 18 yrs 11 mos 7 2.33
19 yrs - 19 yrs 11 mos 3 1.00

TA BLLE

DISTRIBUTIONl 01' T1"' SCORLS FOP SAMPLE OF 300 AIRMEN (17:23)

Interv. Number Percent

1 yr 10 rmros - 2 yrs : 43 14.33
3 yrs - 3 yrs J too 51 17.00
4 yrs - 4 yrs I- mo-c 49 16.S3
5 yrs - 5 yrs tI Iaos. 58. 19.33
6 yrs -6 yrs -- wj 44 14.67
7 yrs - 7 yrs 1 nt:s 28 9.33
8 yrs - 8 yrs 11 -. s 13 4.33
9 yrs -10.vr{ 11 tu> 1.4 4.67

A--2
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TABLE 10

DISTRIBUTION OF DEC SCORES FOR SAMPLE OF 300 AIRMEN (1.7:24)

Interval Number Percent

0 175 58.33 I
3 93 31.00
5 3 1,00
6 17 5.67 1
8 3 1.00
9 3 1.00

11 1 .33
12 2 .67
21 1 .33
25 2 .67

TABLE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF APRM SCORES SAMPLES OF 300 AIRMEN (17;24)

Interval Number Percent

7.26 - 7.50 2 .68
7.51 - 7.75 4 1.33
7.76 - .00 4 1.33
8.01. -8.25 5 1.67
8.26 - 8.50 ii 3.67
8.51 - 8.75 56 18.67
8.76 - 9.00 218 72.67

A-3
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TABLE 12

MODEL A DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AIRMEN

----- Interval - -Number _---Percent

7 3 5.00
8 5 13.33
9 52 86,67

TABLE 13

MODEL B DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AIRMEN

Interval Number Percent

45 1 1.67
50 2 3.33
53 1 1.67
54 1 1.67
59 1 1.67
60 1 1.67
61 5 8.33
62 5 8.33
63 43 71.67

TABLE 14

MODE•L C DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AIRMEN

Interval Number Percent

6.43 1 1. 67
7.12 2 2A.33

7.57 1 1.67
7.71 1 1.67
8.43 1 1.67
8 .57 1 1.67
8.71 5 8.3:3
8.86 5 8.33
9.00 43 71.67

A-4
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TABLE 15

MODEL D DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AIRMEN

Interval Number Percent

45 1 1.67
50 2 3.33
53 1 1.67
54 1 1.67
59 1 1.67
60 1 1.37
61 b 8.33
62 5 8.33
63 13 21.67
64 23 38.33
65 7 11.67

TABLE 16

MODEL E DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AIRMEN

Interval Number Percent

6.43 1 1.67
7.14 2 3.33
7.57 1 1.67
7.71 1 1.67
8.43 1 1.67
8.57 1 1.67
8.71 5 8.33
8.86 5 8.33
9.00 13 31.67

10.00 23 38.33
11.00 7 11.67

A-5
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TABLE 1-7

MODEL F DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AIRMEN

-Interval -Number -- Percent

45 1 1.67
50 2 3.33
53 1 1.67
54 1 1.67
59 1 1.67
60 1 1.67
61 5 8.33
62 5 8.33
63 2 3.33
65 5 8.33
66 16 26.67
67 20 33.33

TfABLE 18

MODEL G DISTRIBUTION TABL 18 ,rfVT, T A I r3M. 1
Interval Number Percent

6.43 1 1.67
7.14 2 3.33
7.57 1 1.67
7.71 1 1.67
8.43 1 1.67
8.57 1 1.67
8.71 5 8.33
8.86 5 8 33
9.00 2 3.33

11.00 5 8.33
12.00 16 26.67
13.00 20 33.33

A-6
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TABLE 19 A'

MODEL H DISTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXW'ELL AIRMEN

Interval Number Percent

45 1 1.67
50 2 3.33
53 1 1.67
54 1 i1.67 "•

59 1 1.67
60 1 1. 67
61 5 8.33
62 5 8.33
63 2 3.33
65 4 6.67
66 5 8.33
67 14 23.33
68 14 23.33
69 4 6.67

TABLE 20

MODEL I DNSTRIBUTION SAMPLE OF 60 MAXWELL AiRMEN

Interval Number Percent

6.43 1 1.67
7.14 2 3.33
7.571 1 1.67 1
7.57 1. 67
8.43 1 1.67
8.57 1 1.67
8.71 5 8.33
8.86 5 8.33
9.00 2 3.33
11.00 4 6.67
12.00 5 8.33
13.00 14 23.33
14.00 14 23.33
15.00 4 6.67

A- 7
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DECORATIONS POINT VALUES FOR WAPS

Medal of Honor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

Air Force Cross .......... ... ............. 11

Navy Cross ................ ................... 11

Distinguished Service Cross .... ........... ..

Defense Distinguished Service Medal .... ....... 9

Distinguished Service Medal ....... ........... 9

Silver Star.. ............... .................. 9

Legion of Merit...... . ...... ................. 7

Defense Superior Service Medal ...... ......... 7

Distinguished Flying Cross ................ ...... 7

Airman's Medal ............... ................. 5

Soldier's Medal ............. .................. 5

Navy-Marine Corp' s Medal .... ............ .

Coast Guard Medal ........... ................. 5

Bxunze SLar" Meddall ......... ................ .

Defense Meritorious Service Medal ....... .

Meritorious Service Medal ............ . 5

Air Medal ................. .................... 3

Air .ot-e Commendaation Medal ...... .......... 3

Arrmy Conauendaot io Medal. ..... .............. 31

J5avy Coina'endation Medal ......... ............. 2

Joint Servirc]es Ccinmiendation Medal........... .

Coas-t Guardc Cumirnndation Medal ... .......... 3

Navy Achievement Medal .......... ............. 3

Coast Guaird Achievement Medal ..... .......... 3

> r art...........................................1
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APR FIELD RESEARCH WORK SHEET

NAME SSAN . . ........

1. Performance of duty: N/u 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Human Relations: N/O 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. Training: N/O 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. Supervision: N/O 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. Acceptance of NCO responsibility: N/O 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Bearing: N/O 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Behavior: N/O 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Overall Evaluation: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 89

Number of Indorsements neve] of Indorsement

1 * Master Sergeant

2 * Sr or Chf Master Sergeant

3 * Company Grade Officer

* Major or Licutenant Colonel

* Colonel

A-9
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RATEE IDENTIFICATION DATA (Read AFR 39-62, Vol 1, carefully before completing anty Item.)
NAME (t,.•, Ii'st, .A1uIdf Itlifial) 12 SSAN 3 GRADE

cooANIZATION! COMMANO. LOCATION AND PA 5 PERIOD OF R EPORT AND SUPERVISION 6 REASON FOR REPORT

FROM NO. or CHANGlE OPRATIEi. .
SDAYS 

ANNUAL

THROUGH DIRIECTED my it

7 PAFSC aI DAFSC 9 LAFSC

it. JOB DESCRIPTION: 
7PFCAF6C 

AS

III. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

I. I'IRI.ORMANC: Of1 DUTY: Consider the RATER 1 f . I
sjuantity, qualiy, and timalindas of duties 1 a 3 4 27"- . • • ~ ~~N/O 0 i$ II[ 7 8
performed as described in Section I1. 1ST INDORSER

2. HUMAN R t-ILAI IONS, ('onsider how well RATER
ratee supports and prormotes equal oprportunity,, 3 4-
sho'ws cincern arid is sentsitive to needs of others. 1S1 INDORSER

3. TR~AINING; 'Cwi,ide hvs ýcll rcspi rt~i RATER- 2 i l ]4
bilities are discharge~d as an OJT 51.per'vi, - ,r N-- _
t r a i n e r a r d i n ) t h e r e f f oi r i s t o i r p r - e a l Ii i I N D O R S E R
knowledge and educational level. 18"INOORSER

4. SII.RVISIR)N: Consider hris' ,tee RATER m
,upetvises, leads, uses available t..s(,urces,

LýýMrnuoiCdt--S (vr~l anId wtrltteo;•. aird m itali nsl~lk 4O 6 1 , 7 I •

grood order arid discipline. 1ST I NDJORSE R I_

S. At((II' I ANCE (01 NCO REISI'NSIBII I Y: RAILT

Cjonrridcr rakte•, cceptarne of resptnsibility for . .. 2 1 la 76
p,erwnrl artrorns and those of subordinates. 1ST !NDORSE R

6 II.Al IN(, ANII lI'.IIAVI(OP Cnrrirder ,th,: RATER t
di'19rec tr s,/hri Ir riate's bearing ard rehanere rr N'"/ 0 . . . . .a n d of f c u r y i irp ri(r e t h e im a g e o f A ir I r r r c v 

4 0...n , sined fhc . . ...........Ar1ST INDORSER ''art

IV. OVERALL EVALUATION

How does dut. ratee compare wlrirthoters if tire
sair e grade ard Air I rrce specialry? Poritential ýT7er.....
tr pror ortion and increaed tespcnsibility are
sseri nial oram ilderatiiris li this rating, RATER F- --i-zi 1,Ii i i _l _ i_

22' IND)ORSER [I7iI1L~Z E
20 INDORSER ijzjy zzy j jjy zz

__________ ________-3D INDORISER J IIL1Z iIEI'
9J

AF I ..... 910 s:rvroun Fr-ITJONS ARl: 0SOiF ,.i, TSGT. SSGT, SGT PERFORMANCE REPORT
A I
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V. tATER'S COMMENTS

I

NAME. GRADE. BRANC OF SERVICE. ORGAIZATION, DUTY TITLE DATE
COMMAND AND LOCATION

SSAN 5IGNATURN -- '

VI. 1ST3INDORSER'S COMMENTS L:CONCUR NONCONCUR

NAME. GRADE. BRANCH OF SERVICE. ORGANIZAI ION. -IJT TITL ATE
COMMAND AND LOCATION

S A N 

S I GN A T U R E

VII. 2) INDORSER'S COMMENTS CONCUR NONCON lJ1

NAME.. .ADE. ... RAN. .. OF SE.VICIE. OR NIA TION. U U TY TITE"T 17 I
COMMAND AND LOCATIONI

SSAN %IGNATOFE

V11I. 3D INDORSEFI'S COMMENTS L.(LN(UN4 No QNOW U

NAME. GHAI)L. RANC;Il Cif SERVILE. ORGANIZATION. bl'.,Ty TITLf IIATE
COMMAND AND LOCATIO N

SSAN~ - Fl N L HU-
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